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                        We are experts in social, content and creative. Generating more than two billion views a month across our portfolio of media brands and partners, it’s safe to say we know how to stop the scroll.
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          We engage our own communities with thumb-stopping content.
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                                At KOMI we make your growth journey a whole lot smoother. We're all about creative and innovative partnerships, relying on our unique social insight, to produce content which stops the scroll. Expect real, tangible leaps in your marketing goals.
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We're genuinely passionate about our creators, and we've got a knack for crafting leading social brands. When you bring these two together, we're in a unique position to not only kickstart and expand your journey, but also to look out for you and your livelihood.
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                                    Traditional Media Meets The Cool Kids – OOH & Social, a true love story.
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                                    Against all odds: why “de-influencing” could be a business’ best friend 🤳
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                                    Social Media Resolutions for Businesses in 2023 🗓️
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                    Join us! If you’re interested in working with us, finding out more about what we do or enquiring about corporate opportunities, use the form below.
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